
The Perfect Outline for a College-
Level Argumentative Essay 
Argumentative essays are the most common type of essay that a student comes across during their 
academic journey. Argumentative essays are difficult to write and require a certain level of expertise. 
Students experience difficulties while writing an argumentative essay topics college because they do not 
understand this style of writing. Although there are several ways you can learn to write an argumentative 
essay, in the following paragraphs, I will try to make argumentative essays simple for you. After reading this 
blog, you will be able to write a perfect argumentative essay. 

The outline is key. A good outline is the basis of a good argumentative essay. It is vital to understand the 
importance of an outline for an argumentative essay. Outlines help create coherence in your argumentative 
essay. Outlines are the first thing you develop even before starting to write your argumentative essay. As 
the outline is created before the essay, therefore, it can be easily modified, edited, and replaced altogether. 
Outlines also add coherence and cohesion to the essay. Now that the importance of outlines is established, 
we should move on to the art of creating outlines for argumentative essays. 

The first thing you should do, after deciding on writing an argumentative essay on a topic of your choice, is 
looking for any current debate on the topic. If the topic is argumentative, there have to be two sides to it. 
Do some research to understand the issue and then develop your stance. You have to choose one side of the 
debate and will have to prove that side in your essay. Your stance should be clear. There should not be 

partial agreements with any side. 

When you have finalized your stance, based on your research, develop a thesis statement first. A thesis 
statement is very important for an argumentative essay. A thesis statement, in the case of an 
argumentative essay, consists of two things. A stance that you have taken on the topic and an argument 

that you are going to use in your essay. Whenever I write my essay, I always write a clear thesis statement 
first. A thesis statement usually appears at the end of the introduction. It is a convention in essay writing 
that the thesis statement is the last sentence of the introduction. 

After you have written your thesis statement, now is the time to start with the outline. It is useless to start 

with the outline before writing your thesis statement. Start with reading some research articles on the topic 
that back your stance. After reading enough research articles and essays that support your stance, note 
down all the key ideas. This practice of reading can be tough. You can also take help from easy informative 
speech topics; they will help you with it. After you have gathered the main ideas from your research, the 
next step is to transform your chosen ideas into arguments and organize them. 

The outline is a list of arguments a writer gives in the body of the argumentative essay for proving their 
stance. After you have transformed the ideas into arguments, the next step is to summarize these 
arguments into one sentence. These one-sentence arguments can also be called topic sentences. As an 
essay writer, I used to transform these arguments into one sentence in a way that they would become topic 
sentences for me. This practice saved me a lot of time and effort.  

The next step is to write the first draft of your argumentative essay. You will just write down these one-
sentence arguments in bullets. After noting them down, the next step is to organize them in a way that 
produces a logical flow of arguments. This logical flow is an important characteristic of the outline. After you 
are done with the logical flow, the next step is to eliminate the information that you think is irrelevant or 
redundant. Weak arguments are those arguments that do not conclude in favour of your thesis statement. 
In other words, weak arguments are those arguments that do not strongly support the thesis statement. 

After successfully eliminating weak and irrelevant arguments, spend some time reconsidering the outline 
and reorganize it to improve the readability. The purpose of reorganizing the outline is to ensure a flow of 
ideas in the argumentative essay. As some of the arguments have already been eliminated, you might 
require reorganization again. This is your final draft of the outline for your argumentative essay so you need 
to make sure it is coherent and that it makes sense. 
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Long story short, an argumentative essay is one of the most common and most important essay types for 
students and professionals both. Most of the students find it difficult to write an argumentative essay, 
however, using an outline can help them write it perfectly. The most important thing you should consider is 
taking a clear stance on the topic. After taking a clear stance, the next step is to develop a thesis statement 
that establishes your chosen side of the issue. After writing a thesis statement, read some research papers 
and essays that support your claim and note down some main ideas via persuasive essay topics for kids. 

Transform these ideas into arguments and organize them in a clear, logical order. Eliminate redundant 
information and repetitive ideas, and your outline is ready. 
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